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Energy and momentum of the Universe
Nikodem Pop lawski
Department of Physics, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, USA
The Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble theory of gravity naturally extends general relativity to in-
clude quantum-mechanical, intrinsic angular momentum of matter by equipping spacetime with
torsion. Using the Einstein energy-momentum pseudotensor for the gravitational field in this the-
ory, we show that the energy and momentum of the closed Universe are equal to zero. Since the
positive energy from mass and motion of the observed matter in the Universe exceeds in magnitude
the negative energy from gravity, the Universe must contain another form of matter whose energy is
negative. This form, which cannot be composed from particles, may be the observed dark matter.
I. GRAVITY WITH TORSION
The intrinsic angular momentum (spin) of matter in curved spacetime requires the metric-torsion formulation of
gravity, in which the antisymmetric part of the affine connection (the torsion tensor) is not constrained to be zero
but is a variable in the principle of stationary action [1]. Regarding the metric and torsion tensors (or the tetrad and
spin connection) as independent variables gives the correct generalization of the conservation law for the total (orbital
plus intrinsic) angular momentum to the presence of the gravitational field. The metric-torsion formulation extends
general relativity to the simplest theory of gravity with intrinsic spin: the Einstein-Cartan-Sciama-Kibble (ECSK)
theory [2, 3]. The coupling between fermions and torsion in this theory avoids the big-bang singularity, replacing it
with a bounce at a finite minimum scale factor, and explains why the observable Universe at largest scales appears
spatially flat, homogeneous and isotropic [4]. It may also avoid singularities in black holes [5]. In addition, fermions
in spacetime with torsion are spatially extended, which may provide a natural ultraviolet cutoff for their propagators
in quantum field theory [6].
The action for the gravitational field and matter in the ECSK theory is equal to
S =
1
c
∫ (
− 1
2κ
R
√−g+ Lm
)
dΩ, (1)
where R = Rikg
ik is the curvature scalar, Rik = R
j
ijk is the Ricci tensor, R
i
mjk = ∂jΓ
i
mk−∂kΓ im j+Γ il jΓ lmk−Γ il kΓ lm j
is the curvature tensor, g is the determinant of the metric tensor gik, Lm is the Lagrangian density for matter,
and dΩ is the element of four-volume. We use the notations of [1, 7]. The metricity condition gij;k = 0, where
semicolon denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the affine connection, gives Γ ki j = { ki j} + Ckij , where
{ ki j} = (1/2)gkm(gmi,j + gmj,i − gij,m) are the Christoffel symbols, Cijk = Sijk + S ijk + S ikj is the contortion tensor,
and Sijk = Γ
i
[j k] is the torsion tensor. The curvature tensor can be decomposed as R
i
klm = P
i
klm +C
i
km:l −Cikl:m +
CjkmC
i
jl − CjklCijm, where P imjk = ∂j{ imk} − ∂k{ im j} + { il j}{ lmk} − { il k}{ lm j} is the Riemann tensor and colon
denotes the covariant derivative with respect to the Levi-Civita connection (the Christoffel symbols). Using the Gauß
theorem,
∫
V i:i
√−gdΩ = ∮ V i√−gdSi, where dSi is the element of the closed hypersurface surrounding the integration
four-volume [8], the action (1) can be written as
S =
1
c
∫ (
− 1
2κ
(
P − gik(2Clil:k + CjijClkl − ClimCmkl)
)√−g+ Lm
)
dΩ
=
1
c
∫ (
− 1
2κ
(
P − gik(CjijClkl − ClimCmkl)
)√−g+ Lm
)
dΩ +
1
κc
∮
Clkl
√−gdSk, (2)
where P = Pikg
ik = P jijkg
ik is the Riemannian curvature scalar. The stationarity of action δS = 0 with respect to the
variations of the variables, together with a condition that these variations vanish at the boundary of the integration
four-volume, gives the field equations. Accordingly, the hypersurface integral in (2) does not contribute to the field
equations and can be omitted.
The stationarity of action (2) with respect to the variation of the torsion tensor is equivalent to
δ
δSjkl
(
− 1
2κ
(
P − gnp(CiniCmpm − CinmCmpi)
)√−g+ Lm
)
= 0. (3)
This relation gives the Cartan equations [2, 3, 7]:
Sjik − Siδjk + Skδji = −
κ
2
s jik , (4)
2where Si = S
k
ik and s
k
ij = (2/
√−g)(δLm/δCijk) is the spin tensor of matter. The stationarity of action (2) with
respect to the variation of the metric tensor is equivalent to
δ
δgjl
(
− 1
2κ
(
P − gnp(CiniCmpm − CinmCmpi)
)√−g+ Lm
)
= 0. (5)
This relation gives the Einstein equations:
Gik = κ(Tik + Uik), (6)
where Gik = Pik − (1/2)Pgik is the Einstein tensor, Tik = (2/√−g)(δLm/δgik) is the symmetric, metric energy-
momentum tensor of matter, and
Uik =
1
κ
(
CjijC
l
kl − ClijCjkl −
1
2
gik(C
jm
jC
l
ml − CmjlCljm)
)
. (7)
Using the Cartan equations (4), the tensor U ik can be written as
U ik = κ
(
−sij[lsklj] −
1
2
sijlskjl +
1
4
sjlis kjl +
1
8
gik(−4slj[msjml] + sjlmsjlm)
)
. (8)
The contracted Bianchi identities for the Einstein tensor, Gik:k = 0, give the Riemannian conservation law for the
combined energy-momentum density:
(√−g(T ik + U ik))
:k
= 0. (9)
The scalar density
√−gP can be written as
√−gP = G + (gik{ li k}),l − (gik{ li l}),k, (10)
where
G = gik({ mi l }{ lmk} − { mik }{ lm l}) (11)
and gik =
√−ggik. Using the Gauß theorem, dΩ(∂/∂xi)↔ dSi, the action for the gravitational field and matter (12)
becomes
S =
1
c
∫ (
− 1
2κ
(
G − gnp(CiniCmpm − CinmCmpi)
)
+ Lm
)
dΩ− 1
2κc
∮
gik{ li k}dSl +
1
2κc
∮
gik{ li l}dSk. (12)
The hypersurface integrals in (12) do not contribute to the field equations and can be omitted. Accordingly, the
stationarity condition (5) is equivalent to
δ
δgjl
(
− 1
2κ
(
G − gnp(CiniCmpm − CinmCmpi)
)
+ Lm
)
= 0, (13)
which gives the Einstein equations (6).
II. ENERGY-MOMENTUM PSEUDOTENSOR
Because the quantity (11) depends on gij and its first derivatives gij,k, we can construct a canonical energy-
momentum density corresponding to the gravitational Lagrangian density Lg = −1/(2κ)G:
t ik = −
1
2κ
(
∂G
∂gjl,i
gjl,k − δikG
)
. (14)
This quantity is not a tensor density because G is not a scalar density. Its division by √−g defines the Einstein
energy-momentum pseudotensor for the gravitational field [3, 7, 9]:
t ik√−g = −
1
2κ
(
∂G
∂gjl,i
gjl,k − δikG
)
, (15)
3where G = G/√−g. Differentiating (14) gives
2κt ik ,i = −∂i
∂G
∂gjl,i
gjl,k −
∂G
∂gjl,i
gjl,ki + G,k = −∂i
∂G
∂gjl,i
gjl,k −
∂G
∂gjl,i
gjl,ki +
∂G
∂gjl
gjl,k
+
∂G
∂gjl,i
gjl,ik =
(
∂G
∂gjl
− ∂i ∂G
∂gjl,i
)
gjl,k =
δG
δgjl
gjl,k, (16)
which, using (7) and (13), leads to
t ik ,i =
δ
(
Lm +
1
2κ
√−ggnp(CiniCmpm − CinmCmpi)
)
δgjl
gjl,k =
1
2
√−g(Tjl + Ujl)gjl,k. (17)
The Riemannian conservation law (9) gives
(√−g(T ik + U ik )),i = { lk i}√−g(T il + U il ) = 12glmgim,k
√−g(T il + U il )
= −1
2
glm,k
√−g(Tlm + Ulm). (18)
As a result of adding (17) and (18), the ordinary four-divergence of the total energy-momentum density for the
gravitational field and matter vanishes:
(
t ik +
√−g(T ik + U ik )
)
,i
=
(
t ik +
√−g
κ
G ik
)
,i
= 0. (19)
Integrating (19) over the four-volume and using the Gauß theorem gives
∮ (
t ik +
√−g(T ik + U ik )
)
dSi = 0. (20)
If the hypersurface represented by the element dSk is taken as a hyperplane perpendicular to the x
0 axis (volume
hypersurface), dSk = δ
0
kdV , then the closed hypersurface surrounds the four-volume between two hyperplanes at times
t1 and t2: ∮ (
t 0k +
√−g(T 0k + U 0k )
)
dV
∣∣∣t2
t1
= 0. (21)
The four-momentum of the gravitational field and matter,
Pi =
1
c
∫ (
t 0i +
√−g(T 0i + U 0i )
)
dV =
1
c
∫ (
t ki +
√−g(T ki + U ki )
)
dSk, (22)
which is not a vector, is therefore conserved:
Pi|t1 = Pi|t2 = Pi = const. (23)
Using { mi j } = −(1/2)(gkjgmk,i + gkigmk,j − gmkgilgjngln,k) and { kk i} = −(1/2)gjkgjk,i = (ln
√−g),i gives
∂{ mi l }
∂grs,n
= −1
2
(gl(rδ
m
s)δ
n
i + gi(rδ
m
s)δ
n
l − gmngi(rgs)l), (24)
∂{ lm l}
∂grs,n
= −1
2
grsδ
n
m. (25)
Consequently, we obtain
∂G
∂grs,n
= 2gik{ mi l }
∂{ lmk}
∂grs,n
− gik{ lm l}
∂{ mik }
∂grs,n
− gik{ mi k }
∂{ lml}
∂grs,n
= −{ nr s}+
1
2
(
{ ls l}δnr + { lr l}δns − { lm l}gmngrs
)
+
1
2
{ nj l}gjlgrs, (26)
4which leads to
∂G
∂grs,i
grs,k = −
√−g{ ir s}grs,k +
√−g{ lr l}gri,k + { lm l}gmi(
√−g),k − { ij l}gjl(
√−g),k. (27)
The Einstein pseudotensor (15) can thus be written as [8]
t ik√−g =
1
2κ
√−g({
i
lm}glm,k − { lm l}gmi,k + δikG). (28)
Accordingly, tik is not symmetric in the indices i, k. The quantity
t ki +
√−g(T ki + U ki ) = t ki +
√−g
κ
G ki (29)
is the Einstein-Cartan energy-momentum complex [7, 10].
The conservation law (19) infers that the complex (29) can be written as
t lk +
√−g
κ
G lk = η
li
k ,i, (30)
where η lik satisfies
η lik = −η ilk . (31)
We define [8]
λiklm =
1
2κ
(−g)(gikglm − gilgkm), (32)
hikl = λiklm,m = −hilk. (33)
Using gik:j = g
ik
,j + { il j}glk + { kl j}gil = 0, the quantity (33) is equal to
hikl =
1
2κ
(−g)({ lj m}gkmgij + { kmn}gmngil − { mmn}gkngil − { kj m}glmgij − { lmn}gmngik + { mmn}glngik). (34)
Equations (11) and (28) infer that
η kli =
1√−gh
kl
i (35)
satisfies (30) [11].
III. FOUR-MOMENTUM OF UNIVERSE
Substituting (30) into (22), and using (29) and the Stokes theorem, dSi(∂/∂x
k)− dSk(∂/∂xi)↔ df⋆ik, where df⋆ik is
the element of the closed surface which bounds the hypersurface [8], gives
Pi =
1
c
∫
η kli ,ldSk =
1
2c
∫
(η kli ,ldSk − η kli ,kdSl) =
1
2c
∮
η kli df
∗
kl. (36)
If the hypersurface is a volume hypersurface, then the four-momentum of the gravitational field and matter (36) can
be written as a surface integral:
Pi =
1
2c
∮
η 0αi df
∗
0α =
1
c
∮
η 0αi dfα, (37)
where dfα is the element of the closed surface which bounds the integration volume [8] and α denotes the spatial
tensor indices. The same formula for Pi, with η
kl
i given by (35), can be derived using the Landau-Lifshitz energy-
momentum pseudotensor [8]. In the spherical coordinates, we have dfα = nαr
2do, where r is the radial coordinate
measured from the origin, nα is the normal vector to the surface, and do is the element of the solid angle [8]. For the
5Schwarzschild metric of a mass m at the origin, written in the isotropic spherical coordinates, the four-momentum of
the gravitational field and matter (37) is given by [3, 8]
P 0 = mc, Pα = 0. (38)
If we neglect spin, then Uik = 0 and the ECSK theory reduces to general relativity. In this case, the Einstein-Cartan
energy-momentum complex reduces to the Einstein energy-momentum complex, t ki +
√−gT ki , which remains equal
to the right-hand side of (29). The conservation law (19) reduces to (t ki +
√−gT ki ),k = 0. The Einstein energy-
momentum complex can also be written as (30) and the four-momentum of the gravitational field and matter is also
given by (37).
Torsion in the ECSK gravity provides a theoretical explanation for a scenario, according to which every black hole
produces a new, baby universe inside and becomes an Einstein-Rosen bridge (wormhole) that connects this universe
to the parent universe in which the black hole exists [5, 12]. At extremely high densities, much larger than nuclear
densities, torsion manifests itself as a force that counters gravitational attraction, preventing matter in a black hole
from compressing to a singularity [4, 5]. Instead, matter reaches a state of finite, extremely high density, stops
collapsing, undergoes a bounce, and starts rapidly expanding as a new universe. Extremely strong gravitational fields
near the bounce cause an intense particle production, increasing the mass inside a black hole by many orders of
magnitude. Accordingly, our own Universe could be the interior of a black hole existing in another universe [5, 12].
In a baby universe, the parent universe appears as the other side of the only white hole. Such a white hole is the
boundary of the baby universe. The baby universe in a black hole is closed (except the white hole connecting it with
the parent universe) and can be thought of as a three-dimensional analogue of the two-dimensional surface of a sphere
with a hole. The four-momentum of the gravitational field and matter in such a universe is thus given by (37), in
which the surface integral is taken over the surface of the white hole, and is unchanged by the production of particles
near the big bounce. In the case of a completely closed universe, the surface of its boundary is equal to zero, so
the energy and momentum of such a universe are also equal to zero (which has been shown for a homogeneous and
isotropic universe in [13]).
The formation and evolution of a baby universe is not visible for external observers in the parent universe, for whom
the event horizon’s formation and all subsequent processes would occur after an infinite amount of time had elapsed
(because of the time dilation by gravity). A universe in a black hole is thus a separate, closed region of spacetime
with its own timeline. The motion of matter through the black hole’s event horizon can only happen in one direction,
providing a past-future asymmetry at the horizon and thus everywhere in the baby universe. The arrow of time in
such a universe would therefore be inherited, through torsion, from the parent universe. This scenario also solves the
black hole information paradox: the information does not disappear in a black hole but goes into the baby universe.
The energy cP0 of the gravitational field and matter of a Schwarzschild mass is positive because m > 0 in (38).
Accordingly, the total energy of the visible matter in the Universe is positive. The positive energy from mass and
motion of the observed matter in the Universe exceeds in magnitude the negative energy from gravity. However, the
total energy in the Universe is given by cP0 with P
i given by (37) and integrated over the surface of the parent white
hole. The energy of the visible matter exceeds the total energy of the Universe by many orders of magnitude. The
Universe must therefore contain another form of matter whose energy is negative. This form may be the observed
dark matter, suggesting that dark matter is not composed from particles (which have positive masses). The observed
cosmological constant may originate from our Universe being the other side of a rotating wormhole which formed from
a rotating black hole (all stars rotate) and will be studied elsewhere. Such a rotation could also explain the preferred
axis in the Universe, observed by the Planck satellite [14].
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